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Summary
The Early Bronze (EB) I culture in the Turkish Middle Euphrates is of particular importance to our Tilbes Project. 
Such an archaeological period was discovered in three of the archaeological sites under our supervision. We have 
been able to differentiate two different moments in the character of the occupation during this Early Bronze Age I, 
Phases Ia and Ib. The EB Ia phase is characterized by a large urbanization and extensive settlement of the places 
of Surtepe Höyük, Tilvez/Meteler Höyük and Tilbes Höyük. However, the EB Ib phase, which seems to have con-
tinued in at least two of the places, Surtepe and Tilbes Höyük, does not present large remains of monumental ar-
chitecture and does show an increase in funerary remains in both places. Tilbes Höyük also had, during EB Ia-b, 
a building with ritual-religious characteristics, built in the same place that was later occupied by BA II and BA III 
sanctuaries in sector E4a-E8-E3. This area of Birecik is included in the ceramic province of the Late Reserved 
Slip Ware and indicates a change of orientation of Tilbes and Surtepe towards the Northern Levant, the region 
of the future kingdom of Ebla, as opposed to the route of the Euphrates, dominant during the Late Chalcolithic.
Key words: Early Bronze I, First urban centers, Birecik-Carchemish, Tilbes, Surtepe, Turkish Euphrates

Resumen
La cultura del Bronce Antiguo I en el Éufrates Medio turco reviste una especial importancia para nuestro Proyecto 
Tilbes. Tal período arqueológico fue descubierto en tres de los lugares arqueológicos que hemos excavado. 
Hemos podido diferenciar dos momentos diferentes en el carácter de la ocupación durante este Bronce Antiguo I. 
La fase BA Ia se caracteriza por la urbanización y poblamiento extenso de los lugares de Surtepe Höyük, Tilvez/
Meteler Höyük y Tilbes Höyük. Sin embargo, la fase BA Ib, que parece haber tenido continuidad en al menos 
dos de los lugares, Surtepe y Tilbes Höyük, no presenta grandes restos de arquitectura monumental y si un in-
cremento de los restos funerarios en ambos lugares. Tilbes Höyük contó además, durante el BA Ia-b, con un 
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ceases to be flat, and it is when the river increases its 
meanders and gradually the area acquires a smooth 
mountainous appearance.

This area has a contiguous fluvial area to the north, 
well known thanks to the excavations started in the 
Upper Turkish Euphrates, over four decades ago, as a 
result of the GAP Dam Project (South eastern Anatolia 
Project), through which and in a first instance the an-
cient places of the Karababa/Karakaya Dams (such as 
Korucutepe, Tepecik and Norshuntepe) were investi-
gated, to do so a little later with those of the Atatürk 
dam, such as Hassek Höyük (Gerber, 2005), Samsat 
(Özgüç, 1992) or Kurban Höyük (Algaze, 1990); the 
first archaeological sites on the Turkish Euphrates lo-
cated in mountainous areas.

The occupation strategy at the end of the Late 
Chalcolithic (LC), a local archaeological period in 
whose middle and final phases the Uruk culture of 
Northern Mesopotamia is located, as we will see, 
is revealed to be very similar to the situation in 
the region of the Atatürk Dam, to the north from 
the province of Urfa (where Birecik), and border-
ing the mountainous province of Adiyaman. The 
places in the area are located either on top of hills, 
controlling the river, or on low terraces that bor-
dered the river.

1.  Introduction: The dawn of the EBA 
in the Birecik-Carchemish area 
(Southeastern Turkey) and the 
evidence after the Tilbes project

The region of the Turkish Euphrates constitutes one 
of the main points where the first agrarian com-
munities, cities and states of the Mesopotamian re-
gion arose. Here we offer the perspective on the 
distinctiveness of the birth of the Bronze Age pe-
riod in a sub-region of northern Mesopotamia, Bi-
recik-Carchemish, located on the Middle Turkish 
Euphrates, just south of the mountains of the south-
east of the country and itself bordering the Syrian 
Euphrates. In the Birecik area, various archaeolog-
ical sites have been investigated, which present the 
immediate phases after the end of the expansion of 
the Uruk culture, the Early Bronze I (Ökse, 2011: 265 
table 11.2). The period following the Uruk Expansion 
at the end of the 4th millennium BC has tradition-
ally been interpreted as a period of collapse in re-
gions peripheral to the presumed core of southern 
Mesopotamia.

In geographical terms, the Birecik-Carchemish 
region establishes the proper end of the so-called 
Meso potamia, since after Tilbes Höyük, the landscape 

edificio, de características rituales-religiosas, construido en el mismo lugar que posteriormente ocuparon san-
tuarios del BA II y BA III en el sector E4a-E8-E3. El área de Birecik se incluye en la provincia cerámica con en-
gobe reservado tardía e indica un cambio de orientación de Tilbes y Surtepe hacia el Levante Septentrional, la 
región del futuro reino de Ebla, en contraposición a la ruta del Éufrates, dominante durante el Calcolítico Final.
Palabras clave: Bronce Antiguo I, primeros centros urbanos, Birecik-Karkemish, Tilbes, Surtepe, Éufrates turco

Резюме
Культура ранней бронзы (EB) I в турецком Среднем Евфрате имеет особое значение для нашего проекта 
Тильбес. Такой археологический период был обнаружен на трех археологических памятниках, находящих-
ся под нашим наблюдением. Нам удалось выделить два разных момента в характере оккупации во время 
раннего бронзового века I, фазы Ia и Ib. Фаза EB Ia характеризуется большой урбанизацией и обширным 
заселением мест Суртепе Хёюк, Тилвез/Метелер Хёюк и Тильбес Хёюк. Однако фаза EB Ib, которая, по-ви-
димому, продолжалась по крайней мере в двух местах, Суртепе и Тильбес-Хойюк, не представляет больших 
остатков монументальной архитектуры и действительно показывает увеличение погребальных останков 
в обоих местах. Тильбес-Хойюк также имел во время EB Ia-b здание с ритуально-религиозными характе-
ристиками, построенное на том же месте, которое позже было занято святилищами BA II и BA III в секторе 
E4aE8E3. Этот район Биреджика входит в керамическую провинцию поздней зарезервированной керамиче-
ской посуды и указывает на изменение ориентации Тильбеса и Суртепе в сторону Северного Леванта, ре-
гиона будущего царства Эбла, в отличие от пути Евфрата, господствующего во времена позднего энеолита.
Ключевые слова: Ранняя бронза I, Первые городские центры, Биречик-Каркемыш, Тильбес, Сюртепе, 
Турецкий Евфрат
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the end of the Uruk culture between the areas of 
Carchemish (Turkey) and the Tabqa dam (Syrian 
Euphrates) (Algaze, Brueninger and Knudstad, 1994; 
Kepinski, 2007; Marchetti, 2014).

This small region of Birecik-Carchemish, with 
around 80 km², is identified by archaeological sites, 
höyük, with very smooth extensions, and which 
tend to be small (and less than 6 ha) (Wilkinson et 
al., 2007: 217-218; 2012: 144, table 2), with the excep-
tion of Carchemish (42 ha), Tiladir Tepe (12.2 ha) 
and Surtepe (12 ha), mounds whose dimensions ex-
ceed 8 ha (figure 1a-b).

Prior to these archaeological excavations in 
the region, the American team led by G. Algaze 
revealed a large concentration of materials after 

Figure 1. A. Map of the Middle Euphrates with the surveys in 
the Birecik and Carchemish Dams and major Early Bronze 
Age sites (Wilkinson et al., 2012: 141 fig. 1). B. Map of the 
Middle Euphrates with the Birecik-Carchemish Dam surveys 
and EBA I-III sites (Wilkinson et al., 2012: 162, fig. 1u). C. Map 
of the Middle Euphrates with Horum, Tilbes, Tilvez, Surtepe, 
Hacinebi and Zeytinli Bahçe (based on drawing by Ben 
C. Cookson/MAET)

Figura 1. A. Mapa del Éufrates Medio con las prospecciones 
en las presas de Birecik y Carchemish y los principales 
yacimientos de la Edad de Bronce Antiguo (Wilkinson et 
alii, 2012: 141 fig. 1). B. Mapa del Éufrates medio con las 
prospecciones de la presa Birecik-Carchemish y yacimientos 
del Bronce Antiguo I-III (Wilkinson et alii, 2012: 162, fig. 17). 
C. Mapa del Éufrates medio con Horum, Tilbes, Tilvez, 
Surtepe, Hacinebi y Zeytinli Bahçe (a partir del dibujo de Ben 
C. Cookson/MAET)
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centre, both in the Birecik area and in Carchemish. 
But nevertheless, at the beginning of the EB I cul-
ture there was an expand in the number of places in 
this sub-region (Gil Fuensanta, 2007), a greater aug-
ment than any of the phases of the Late Chalcolithic.

Carchemish was undoubtedly a major region-
al centre for the southern sector of the Birecik-
Carchemish sub-region during the post-Late Uruk 
period (end of 4th millennium). Perhaps it formed 
a dipolis, twin city, next to Tiladir Tepe, which is 
located just opposite Carchemish, across the shore.

For the other segment of the sub-region, howev-
er, we focus on the sector to the north of the mod-
ern city of Birecik, in order to delimit a likely Early 
Bronze centre during the 3rd millennium.

In those late 1990s, when salvage archaeologi-
cal excavations were carried out in the Birecik dam 
area (Urfa, south-eastern Turkey), huge deposits of 
all Early Bronze phases (I-IV) were discovered in 
Tilbes Höyük, on the left bank of the Euphrates 
River, which we originally assume was a settlement 
with 3 ha, located on the left bank of the Euphrates 
River, at an ideal crossing point, due to its orogra-
phy and narrowness. In addition to being a key point 
on the passage route, Tilbes would offer other at-
tractions for visitors or merchants during the later 
Prehistory of the region. Early Bronze (EB) I lev-
els were also discovered simultaneously at Tilvez/
Meteler Höyük, 9 kilometres downstream.

Tilbes Höyük was during the first phase of the 
Tilbes Project, the focal point of this investiga-
tion, with which it is intended to recover vestig-
es in four other adjacent places on the left bank 
of the Euphrates north of the city of Birecik, 
which gives Dam name. The other places are, from 
north to south, Tilmusa/Apamea, Tilöbür, Tilvez 
and Surtepe, the largest of them all. Three of the 
sites, including Tilbes and ancient Apamea on the 
Euphrates, have been left within the area inundat-
ed by the lake formed by the Birecik dam.

Surtepe Höyük is situated at the foot of the 
Euphrates, opposite the rock-cut caves next to 
Belkis/Seleucia. Surtepe, like Tilbes, was an ide-
al point to cross the river during the Prehistory of 
the region. After Carchemish and even the missing 
Samsat/Samosata, Surtepe is the largest Turkish site 

North of Birecik is a valley in V; and Tilbes 
Höyük is in the middle course. It is also a distend-
ed basin, and accumulations of materials are very 
easy. On the Tilbes Höyük shore there was an ac-
cumulation of sediments (here on the left the riv-
er is narrower), with an alluvial plain very fertile 
for agriculture. On the left bank there are appar-
ently no clayey outcrops; it was guessed how the 
river would cross, and apparently the stream got 
it from somewhere other than the river (behind 
Horum Höyük, right bank of the river, just front of 
Tilbes). Therefore, the ceramic pastes from Horum 
(Marro, 2007) and Tilbes would seem identical, ex-
cept for the imports.

The material of the hills is calcareous; which can 
be seen in the stones of the excavated buildings. In 
other hills located on the right knoll of the river, marls 
can be seen. Margo-limestone, but as a less compact 
material, which would serve as a conglomerate. In 
the local ceramic pastes you can see sandstone and 
crushed limestone, especially a lot of granite.

Here we offer a detail of what the Middle Turkish 
Euphrates meant for a serie of archaeolo gical sites 
located north of the modern city of Birecik (Urfa 
province), and where took place the Birecik dam 
salvage project, Project Tilbes, focused in the 4th 
and 3rd millennia BC, the local epoch of the Late 
Chalcolithic and Early Bronze.

During the late 20th century and the first dec-
ade of the 21st century, our field efforts on the emer-
gence of urbanism and the state focused in part on 
the Birecik and Carchemish dams, with places like 
Tilbes Höyük and Surtepe.

Fieldwork yielded EB I levels at three locations 
in the Birecik dam area: Tilbes Höyük (1996-99), 
Tilvez/Meteler (1997-99) and Surtepe (2000-09), 
directed by J. Gil Fuensanta; Tilbes Höyük was 
flooded by the Birecik reservoir in the middle of 
the year 2000 (Marchetti et al., 2020: 31, fig. 1, 35, 
table 2, 36).

Few places have been located in the area and that 
strictly present external elements of the preceding 
“Uruk culture”; this is a fact that could be interpret-
ed as the cause of a decrease in the population in 
the area in the middle of the 4th millennium. Sites 
with Uruk materials seem to cluster always around a 
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(Marro, 2007: 384), since the main mound was cut 
and eroded by the river on its western side. As of the 
date of the first excavations that we carried out in 
the second half of the 1990s, the limit of the höyük 
in the river sector corresponded to sectors that were 
actually closer to the centre of the place in times pri-
or to the Middle Ages. Perhaps Tilbes Höyük was 
eroded in connection with the catastrophic flood of 
Apamea/Zeugma in the mid-4th century BC (Gil 
Fuensanta and Charvat, 2005). It means the prob-
able destruction of its western half, the shore most 
exposed to the river. What we began to excavate in 

in the region on the banks of the Euphrates, and due 
to its possibilities and stratigraphic depth it is key in 
our research on the formation of the Early States of 
the Mesopotamian region.

2.  The transition LC 5-EB IA at Tilbes 
Höyük

Tilbes Höyük in pre-classical Antiquity had 
a much larger extension than it was during the ex-
cavations prior to its flooding, as Horum Höyük 

Figure 2. A-B. Panoramic view of Tilbes Höyük and the Euphrates river from Tilbes. C. Tilbes Höyük topographic plan, 1996-1999 
campaigns

Figura 2. A-B. Vista panorámica de Tilbes Höyük y el río Éufrates desde Tilbes. C. Plano topográfico de Tilbes Höyük, 
campañas 1996-1999
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Tilbes Höyük in 1996 in the sector of the river was 
not its original settlement margins, but rather an ar-
ea more prone to be found in the middle of the orig-
inal ancient site (figure 2a-c).

In July 1999, we continued to excavate below the 
already deep levels of EB I discovered in the AE1-5 
survey, and found a level of Cyclopean stones that 
was uplifted sometime very early in EB I, in its first 
phase, immediate post-Uruk IV as the one discov-
ered in the Surtepe Burnt Building of LC5 date.

The earliest phase of EB I in AE1-5 consists of 
Cyclopean stones that would create some sort of ex-
ternal wall of a building. Below lays the terminal phase 
of LC 5, as well identified in Surtepe. All the material 
found during this 1.5 m of post-LC 5 occupancy is dif-
ferent from the typical EB I found above, with pres-
ence of bevelled rim bowls and smaller spouted-jar 
lugs. The study of the ceramics suggests Uruk-Late 
Chalcolithic passage (as the most recent level it could 
be a transition to EB I); the chipped stones materi-
al — which appears in great quantity — also shows 
this technological transition (figure 3a-b).

Figure 3. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1999, stratigraphy and deep sounding at AE1-5, earliest phase EBA I levels

Figura 3. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1999, estratigrafía y sondeos profundos en AE1-5, niveles iniciales del Bronce Antiguo I.
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3.  The EBA Ia-Ib sanctuary at Tilbes Höyük

Between the years 1998-1999, the remains of a burnt 
religious building from Early Bronze III and the 
parts of other sanctuaries from previous phases 
(EB I and II) were documented at Tilbes Höyük. 
The original sanctuary, dated to Early Bronze I, ac-
cording to analogous 14C dates from University of 
Arizona Radiocarbon Laboratory (Gil Fuensanta 
et al., 2002: 135; Gil Fuensanta, 2007: 146, table 9.4), 
begins from the floor of the building, locus 1119, 
square E4b-E2-E7, AA 35.826, 4540±50 BP 3488 
(3345) 3036 BC; mudbrick area, locus 5027, square 
E4b-E2-E7, AA 35.824, 4320±50 BP 3092 (2911) 

Another sector that provided great results to 
prove the move from the end of LC to EB I in 
Tilbes was the E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1 Square which 
consists of some long and well-defined mudbrick 
walls. There we managed to reach the virgin levels of 
the höyuk, on which a post-Ubaid occupation (Gil 
Fuensanta, Mederos and Muminov, 2020) of the in-
itial LC1/2 type settled. After a long hiatus of occu-
pation that evidenced a riverine flood of silt close 
to two meters of stratigraphic depth, we were able 
to see a terminal phase of LC5 that connected, in 
a solution of continuity, with the first moments of 
the EB I phase, that was revealed very extensive on 
the höyük (Gil Fuensanta, 2007: 145) (figure 4a-b).

Figure 4. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1999, walls at E4B, earliest phase EBA I levels

Figura 4. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1999, muros en E4B, niveles iniciales del Bronce Antiguo I
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sector of the höyük, and the entire construction pre-
sumably stood on a solid mudbrick platform, which 
dominated the EB I buildings discovered along the 
excavations years in E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1 Square of 
the mound. The stone walls were preserved with an 
average height of 1.20 m. The walls were made with 
consistent limestone of medium size. Outside, to 
the north and south, two pits were set up with lat-
er burials, of the EB Ib; the pits of the area during 
the period were not carved for waste, but entomb-
ments, and these never altered the walls or eroded 
them. The exposed area of the building was close to 
65 square meters (figures 6a-b and 7).

The building had stone walls and a mudbrick al-
tar with clay horns during Early Bronze I; near this 
building appeared unicorns or fragmented horns 
made in clay. It is striking that the sanctuary of Tilbes 
EB I hardly had any complete vessels inside, but frag-
mented, perhaps due to the nature of the ritual seal-
ing with ceramic fragments, stone tools and rubble 
(figure 8a-b).

The wall building belongs to the beginning of 
the EB Ia phase, which is a direct transitional peri-
od from the Late Chalcolithic. The average dimen-
sions of the large and rectangular bricks are standard, 
40 × 28 cm. The rest of the bricks on the wall were 
smaller and seem to be pieces of other bricks made 
and accidentally broken before they were placed. 
This practice of reusing broken bricks before their 
assignment in the building was observed in the ver-
nacular architecture of the region during the time of 
its excavation, at the end of the 20th century.

In the area adjacent to E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1 
square of Tilbes Höyük there are remains of at least 
two buildings, or large adjoining rooms, a cremation 
pit for possible metal processing, judging by the slag 
found, pits with figurine debris, and two mudbrick 
platforms of unknown use.

Another sanctuary, in a worse state of preser-
vation (due to the materials used and a post-quem 
burning), was also documented on the same place, 
during Early Bronze II (Gil Fuensanta, Mederos 
and Muminov, 2019: 58, fig. 5a-b).

The “burnt building” from EB III and the re-
mains of other buildings in the same place, from 
earlier (EB I and II) and later (EB IV) phases, 

2876 BC and one EB I burial, locus 5023, square E4b-
E2-E7, AA 35.827, 4450±50 BP 3340 (3096) 2929 BC, 
circa 3350-2900 BC. The sanctuary would be locat-
ed in the centre of the höyük, and was erected on a 
mudbrick platform, presenting a possible access from 
the East, point of sunrise. It was only a portion of a 
much larger building, and with a precise orientation 
in the W-E axis. We have only excavated its east-
ernmost portion, and it could have a bipartite inter-
nal division (table 1 and figure 5).

The sanctuary seems to have two different con-
struction moments during EB I, which roughly cor-
respond to the local EB Ia and EB Ib occupation 
phases. In the oldest phase, stone was mainly used 
for the walls. It was filled, in appearance with a ritu-
al, late in EB I, with remains of ceramics and flint, 
as well with fragments of clay horns. There were no 
burned remains on the walls. As in later sanctuaries 
on the same place, there is a sort of bipartite division 
inside it, although this and its location have varied 
throughout history. There is even greater use of mud-
bricks in one room than in another. This sanctuary 
was a larger building that continued in the eastern 

Figure 5. Early Bronze Age Ia-Ib chronology in the Middle-
Upper Euphrates. Arslantepe and Tilbes Höyük. OxCal 4.4

Figura 5. Cronología del Bronce Antiguo Ia-Ib en el valle 
medio-alto del Éufrates. Arslantepe and Tilbes Höyük. 
OxCal 4.4
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successive sanctuaries in the seven centuries follow-
ing, until its abandonment during Middle Bronze II. 
These infant burials do not enclose grave goods in 
any of the excavated cases, and are placed usual-
ly outer and close up to the walls of the sanctuary.

We do not find any imports outside of the re-
gional Middle Euphrates cultural koine in these 
finds from the late EBI. Only one ointment cup 
with decoration that refers to Ninivite V decoration 
motifs with reliefs, typical of the Khabur river ar-
ea, was found in the vicinity of one of these burials.

with associated mortuary evidence, show a kind of 
“fertility” cult. The forensic analyses carried out by 
LaFUAM provided clues and alternative hypothe-
ses about the burials of human infants, perhaps re-
lated to solid religious practices with a fertility cult 
(Gil Fuensanta, Mederos and Muminov, 2019: 59-61, 
fig. 9).

The ritual of burial of neonates, between 7 and 9 
months old, deposited in pits outside the sanctuary 
area, perhaps linked to a cult of rebirth and fertility, 
is a practice that was maintained in the area of   the 

Figure 6. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1999, EB Ia sanctuary, squares E4A-E3-E8

Figura 6. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1999, santuario del Bronce Antiguo Ia, cortes E4A-E3-E8
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Site Municipality, Province, 
Region

B.P. ± b.C. max. cal.
(2 δ)

median min. cal.
(2 δ)

Lab. nº & Sample

Arslantepe, EBIa, level 
VI B1, A1369

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4600 33 2650 3512
3499

3363 3122
3141

Circe-Naples- 
DSH-7047/wild 
fruit Sorbus sp.

Arslantepe, EBIa, level 
VI B1, M223

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4559 21 2609 3370
3365

3351 3108
3122

Circe-Naples- 
DSH-7017/C 
Quercus

Arslantepe, EBIa, level 
VI B1, A1336

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4552 21 2602 3368
3363

3349 3106
3105

Circe-Naples- 
DSH-7017/C 
Quercus

Arslantepe, EBIa, level 
VI B1, A1369

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4428 45 2478 3332
3335

3083
3065
3032

2919
2916

Cedad-Salento 
LTL-16295A/wild 
fruit Sorbus sp.

Arslantepe, EBIa, level 
VI B1, C8 (11-15) A33

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4360 50 2410 3310
3255

2921 2886
2884

Roma-1009/C

Arslantepe, EBIb, 
level VI B2, A69-A73 
Building VI-IX A128

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4360 80 2410 3339
3335

2921 2787
2876

Roma-1482α

Arslantepe, EBIb, 
level VI B2, A69-A73 
Building VI-IX A151

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4330 80 2380 3334
3311

2916 2698
2704

Roma-1491

Arslantepe, EBIb, 
level VI B2, A69-A73 
Building VI-IX A128

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4290 80 2340 3316
3096

2898 2626
2641

Roma-1482

Arslantepe, EBIb, 
level VI B2, A69-A73 
Building VI-IX A166

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4240 80 2290 3073
3075

2882 2578
2582

Roma-1494

Arslantepe, EBIb, 
level VI B2, SW Area 
Building V A184

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4230 80 2280 3017
3018

2880 2577
2580

Roma-1489

Arslantepe, EBIb, level 
VI B2,

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4195 60 2245 2906
2910

2875
2796
2792

2583
2581

Roma-750

Arslantepe, EBIb, 
level VI B2, A69-A73 
Building VI-IX A69

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4190 60 2240 2903
2907

2873
2800
2784

2582
2580

Roma-1454

Arslantepe, EBIb, level 
VI B2

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4090 80 2140 2877
2883

2620
2609
2599
2586
2585

2471
2461

Roma-1493

Arslantepe, EBIb, level 
VI B2, D8 (1) pit

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4060 70 2110 2874
2876

2615
2578

2462
2459

Roma-163/W/M

Arslantepe, EBIb, 
level VI B2, A69-A73 
Building VI-IX A199

Orduzu, Malatya, Türkiye 4030 80 2080 2872
2874

2568
2518
2499

2343
2311

Roma-1493α

Hassek Höyük, EBI, Çaylarbaş, Türkiye 4470 70 2520 3359
3366

3259
3243
3099

2928
2915

KI-2961/C

Hassek Höyük, EBI, 
cellar

Çaylarbaş, Türkiye 4450 110 2500 3495
3499

3096 2884
2880

KI-2959/C

Hassek Höyük, EBI, pit Çaylarbaş, Türkiye 4440 100 2490 3368
3491

3090
3057
3044

2893
2881

KI-2352/C

Hassek Höyük, EBI, pit Çaylarbaş, Türkiye 4390 80 2440 3337
3349

3017
2977
2971
2947
2940

2891
2880

KI-2960/C

Titriş Höyük, EBIa Bahçeli, Türkiye 4560 70 2610 3515
3515

3352 3027
3028

TH-96.206
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Site Municipality, Province, 
Region

B.P. ± b.C. max. cal.
(2 δ)

median min. cal.
(2 δ)

Lab. nº & Sample

Titriş Höyük, EBI Bahçeli, Türkiye 4420 90 2470 3350
3364

3081
3068
3029

2902
2881

TH-96.076

Titriş Höyük, EBI Bahçeli, Türkiye 4300 100 2350 3332
3328

2902 2624
2602

TH-96.098

Tilbes Höyük, EB Ia, 
square E4b-E2-E7, 
locus 1119, sanctuary, 
floor

Subaşi, Türkiye 4540 50 2590 3488
3491

3345 3036
3039

AA-35.826

Tilbes Höyük, EB Ib, 
square E4b-E2-E7, 
locus 5023, tomb

Subaşi, Türkiye 4450 50 2500 3340
3349

3096 2929
2919

AA-35.827

Tilbes Höyük, EB Ib 
late, square E4b-
E2-E7, locus 5027, 
mudbrick area

Subaşi, Türkiye 4320 50 2370 3092
3082

2911 2876
2878

AA-35.824

Birecik, KA4, EB I, 
garbage pit

Birecik, Türkiye 4380 80 2430 3337
3346

3012
2983
2956
2954
2925

2885
2878

Beta-129.189/C

Birecik, KA4, EB I, 
garbage pit

Birecik, Türkiye 4310 70 2360 3319
3096

2906 2674
2704

Beta-129.190/C

Nevali Çori, EB Ib, 
tomb 44

Kolik, Türkiye 4290 40 2340 3020
3008

2898 2779
2877

OxA-8233

Table 1. Early Bronze Age Ia-Ib Chronology in the Middle Euphrates. Sources: Arslantepe: Alessio et al. (1976: 337-338), Alessio 
et al. (1983: 578-579), Calderoni et al. (1994: 147), Di Nocera (2000: 82), Palumbi et al. (2017: 118, table 4), Vignola et al. (2017: 168, 
table 1); Birecik: Deckers et al. (2015: 408, table 1); Hassek: Willkomm (1992: 136-137); Nevali: Becker (2007: 114). Tilbes: Gil 
Fuensanta et al. (2002: 135). Tilbeşar: Kepinski-Lecomte and Ergeç (1999: 246). Titriş: Algaze et al. (2001: 76). Intcal20 calibration 
curve according to Reimer et al. (2020), Bronk Ramsey OxCal 4.4 (2023), compared to the Intcal98 calibration curve, Calib v. 4.2 
according to Stuiver et a. (1998)

Tabla 1. Cronología del Bronce Antiguo Ia-Ib en el Éufrates Medio. Fuentes: Arslantepe: Alessio et alii (1976: 337-338), Alessio et 
alii (1983: 578-579), Calderoni et alii (1994: 147), Di Nocera (2000: 82), Palumbi et alii (2017: 118, table 4), Vignola et alii (2017: 168, 
tabla 1); Birecik: Deckers et alii (2015: 408, tabla 1); Hassek: Willkomm (1992: 136-137); Nevali: Becker (2007: 114). Tilbes: Gil 
Fuensanta et alii (2002: 135). Tilbeşar: Kepinski-Lecomte y Ergeç (1999: 246). Titriş: Algaze et alii (2001: 76). Curva de calibración 
Intcal20 según Reimer et alii (2020), Bronk Ramsey OxCal 4.4 (2023), comparada con la curva de calibración Intcal98, Calib 
v. 4.2 según Stuiver et alii (1998)

Figure 7. Tilbes Höyük 1999, EB Ib sanctuary, squares E4A-E3-E8

Figura 7. Tilbes Höyük 1999, santuario del Bronce Antiguo Ia, cortes E4A-E3-E8
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4.  The EBA I tombs of Tilbes Höyük

AE1-5 Square provided a single cist burial, locus 2119, 
but with poor contents. Another tomb in square 
E4a-E3-E8 was deposited in a large pit and con-
tained three bronze needles, necklace beads, and 33 
ceramic vessels from the period (Gil Fuensanta et 
al., 2002: 135, 140, fig. 6).

In E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1 Squares, a tomb from 
the EB Ib phase, locus 10031, was covered with a 
large limestone weighing half a ton, which kept it 
sealed. Once excavated, we figured out that the tomb 
was covered with two large slabs with a diameter 
close to 1 m. The flagstones went in a west-east di-
rection, like the wall. The vault was not very deep, 
about half a meter from the placement of the upper 
slabs. It was surrounded by a series of rectangular 
limestone slabs arranged vertically to form a cham-
ber. On its west side there was also a series of stones 
that acted as support to prevent the slabs from giv-
ing way. Inside, a series of 7 intact vases were found, 
in clear plain simple ware ceramic from the Nord 
Mesopotamian tradition of EB I, where a globular 
jug and several goblets-chalices stand out; they were 
deposited at the same time as the buried individual. 
The tomb was not foreseen when the adjoining ar-
chitecture of EB Ia existed, but the original excava-
tors of the tomb were aware of the existence of the 
large mudbrick wall, locus 10026, which was built 
in a west-east direction; the wall bricks were placed 
with rope and brand. The custodians of the tomb 
placed the remains of goat antlers, and some beads, 
next to the dead man, which was dismembered in 
his original deposition (figures 9a-d, and 10).

The oldest tomb found with EB Ib date would be 
this one of the large slabs, judging by the stratigra-
phy. The ceramics from the big slabs EB Ib tomb of 
E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1 Square, locus 10031, consist in 
a few reddish and yellowish handmade and wheel-
turned pedestal bowls and chalices, with fine par-
allel grooves, and one ovoid jar, with bands of fine 
parallel grooves divergent (figure 11a-c).

However, it contrasts with the adult burials of 
the same phase EB Ib of Tilbes Höyük when there 
were tombs plenty of ceramics, regularly plain sim-
ple and wheel made, but always from the Northern 

Those discoveries of the early 3rd millennium 
sanctuaries of Tilbes do not seem to be restricted 
to a local phenomenon of the time in southeastern 
Turkey, but are present in other regions with a similar 
date. The best parallels are Arslantepe VIB temple B, 
3000-2800 BC, construction that was part of a larg-
er complex, Bu ilding IV (Frangipane, 1997: 53, 54-55, 
fig. 5a-b, 58, fig. 7) and Beycesultan level XIV sanc-
tuary (Lloyd and Mellaart, 1958: 101, 106, pl. 20a; 
1962: 49-52, fig. 17-20), EB IIb from Western Anato-
lia, 2500-2400 BC.

Figure 8. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1998-1999, fragmented clay 
horns or unicorns from the EB I and III sanctuary

Figura 8. A-B. Tilbes Höyük 1998-1999, cuernos de arcilla 
fragmentados o unicornios, santuario del Bronce Antiguo I y III
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Mesopotamian tradition, and other artefacts, includ-
ing metal objects, mostly bronze needles, sometimes 
associated with a single individual. But these de-
ceased adults (mostly male) were located meters 
away and at different heights from the sanctuary 
of E4a-E3-E8 Square; a proof that those personage 
tombs were not planned contemporaneously with 
the construction of the building.

The late EB I entombed personages were likely 
members of the local elite individuals, implying a pro-
vided work from a number of artisans crafting the bur-
ial artefacts and individuals carrying the heavy stones 
(half a ton in the case of the tomb 10031) that covered 
some of the late EB I period burials at Tilbes Höyük.

There is a typological variety in the burials from 
North Birecik during the EB  I; the burials ap-
pear there in a pit, in a well or in a chamber. But 
in Tilbes Höyük this diversity is also noticeable and 
they tend to be individual burials. The grave goods 
are varied, with a predominance of ceramic vessels, 

Figure 9. A-D. Tilbes Höyük 1999, EB Ib tomb covered with 
large limestone and adjoining EB Ia mudbrick wall, square 
E4B, locus 10031

Figura 9. A-D. Tilbes Höyük 1999, tumba del BA Ib cubierta 
con grandes piedras de arenisca y muro de adobe anexo del 
BA Ia, corte E4B, locus 10031

Figure 10. Tilbes Höyük 1999, EB Ib tomb with 7 vases as 
goblets chalices and a globular jug, square E4B.

Figura 10. Tilbes Höyük 1999, tumba del BA Ib con 7 vasos 
completos como copas y una jarra globular, corte E4B
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Among the ceramic typology of the building of 
the most initial phase of the EB Ia at E4b-E2-E7-
E10-EF1 Square, we see jugs with outturned rims, 
string cut bowls (figure 14-7), flat bottom bowl frag-
ments (figure 14-4-5), bowls with hulls, and wheel 
made jars with reddish surface.

The EB Ia phase ceramics from Square AE 1-5 
(SE) yielded light reddish, brown and yellowish wheel 
turned bowls and cups, hand-made bowls, string cut 
bowls with outturned rims, storage jars with out-
turned rims, carinated bowls and an unguentarius- 
ointment cup with decoration, inside/outside pale 
read 2.5YR 6/4 (Munsell, 1994) (figure 14-2).

6.  The Archaeological EBA I levels of 
Surtepe Höyük

Surtepe seems to be the largest prehistoric site on 
the left bank of the Euphrates from the Syrian 
border, after Carchemish, a bigger and famous site, 
located about 29 km to the south, the largest ar-
chaeological site in the Birecik-Carchemish region 
throughout the pre-classic periods; Surtepe had at 
least 8 ha, with an inland lower area with a post-
Iron Age city of 50 ha, and presents Early Bronze 1 
levels on the mound. On the other hand, this site 
presents the most fertile land for agriculture in the 
entire sub-region, according to representatives of 
the Turkish Ministry of Agriculture (figure 15a-b).

Surtepe, has population continuity, without hi-
atus, after the occupation of the Late Chalcolithic 
(LC) 5 “burnt sanctuary” of Squares E43-E46, which 
we could date approximately on 3300-3100 BC (Gil 
Fuensanta, Mederos and Muminov, 2021: 60, fig. 11). 
A similar transitional phase to the Early Bronze 
Age has been found at Tilbes, and Zeytinli Bahçe 
Höyük, close to the modern town of Birecik (Fran-
gipane, 2007: 129-131).

We have been able to distinguish the existence 
of “two phases” of EB I activity in Surtepe: 1. A very 
initial phase in the EB I sequence, without a break 
with the LC 5 in some sectors of the höyük; 2. A lat-
er use by EB I peoples from portions of the höyük 
for burials, but very localized in a specific sector of 
the place.

typical for food and drink, medium and small di-
mensions, never large containers, as well as metal, 
copper or bronze objects and necklace beads. The 
Tilbes Höyük tombs show common features with 
those discovered on the other bank of the river, and 
located several kilometres to the south, with 312 bur-
ials, mostly cist graves, but also 13 pithoi for infant 
burials (Sertok and Ergeç, 1999: 87, 89-90, 99-100, 
figs. 2-3, 102, fig. 6). In the Birecik Dam Cemetery 
pins are the most common metal artifacts (Sertok and 
Ergeç, 1999: 93, 105, fig. 9a-d), but also the spearheads 
(Sertok and Ergeç, 1999: 93, 106, fig. 10a-b).

5.  The pottery of the EBA Ia-Ib levels of 
Tilbes Höyük

The phenomenon of the Early Bronze Age of the 
Birecik-Carchemish region is of particular interest, 
due to the large presence of population and cultural 
richness. In this context, the appearance of chalices 
is striking, one of the typical ceramics of the peri-
od (Falsone and Sconzo, 2007) and which we find 
in abundant funerary (Sertok and Ergeç, 1999: 104, 
fig. 8a-f ) or ritual contexts. It is a phenomenon 
that is understood beyond the border, in the Syrian 
Euphrates zone. Tilbes Höyük, contributes plen-
ty of “chalices” in the sector of its sanctuary from 
EB I. The presence of this fossil director is main-
tained throughout the full spectrum of the EB I, as 
we would see two differentiated phases in the place: 
1. EB Ia, and 2. EB Ib. Inside the EB I sanctuary of 
E4a-E3-E8 Square appeared part of a handmade flat 
disc with dimple-marked rim; the ceramic typology 
yields wheel made cups (figure 12-4).

The typology of the ceramics from sector AE 1-5 
(SE), excavated in July 1999, offer us material typical 
of EB Ia, perhaps from a peer occupation to that of 
earliest EB Ia phase from E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1 area. 
The architecture from the AE1-5 (SE) Squares coin-
cides with the large stones used; it is older than the 
edifices discovered in the later EBIa habitat phase, 
the one found in E4a consisting of smaller rooms 
(Moya Molina, 2001: 426 figs. 7 and 8) with fragment-
ed plain simple bowls and pastes and inside/outside 
pale brown 10YR 7/3 (Munsell, 1994)  (figure 13-1-7).
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7.  The mudbrick platforms of the LC 5 
transition to EBA Ia at Surtepe

The excavations in Surtepe have provided remains 
of Early Bronze Age I monumental architecture, as 
opposed to the “more modest” distinctiveness of the 
architecture of Tilbes Höyük. In Surtepe, a very im-
portant element of clear ritual and political sign is 
the discovery of two high mudbrick platforms: one 
north, of which at least 10 meters high were pre-
served, and another south of which 7 meters were 
conserved.

However, we have not been able to verify a strati-
graphical depth (and therefore dilated in time) as 
that of Tilbes Höyük for the same period in Surtepe. 
The cause of the break in the sequence may lie in 
1. The river flooding, periodic in ancient times (be-
fore the Birecik Dam was completed in year 2000), 
but very dangerous in various epochs: two differ-
ent floods ensued in Tilvez Höyük/Meteler, Tilbes 
Höyük and Surtepe after EB I and III phases; 2. Due 
to the condition of various socio-political events in 
EB II and EB IV, prehistorical episodes of occupa-
tion that seem to be absent in Surtepe.

Figure 11. Tilbes Höyük 1999, EB Ib tomb, wheel-made chalices and pedestaled bowl, square E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1, locus 10031

Figura 11. Tilbes Höyük 1999, tumba del BA Ib, copas y cuenco con pie a torno, corte E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1, locus 10031
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Figure 12. Tilbes Höyük 1999, EB Ib pottery from the sanctuary, square E4a-E3-E8

Figura 12. Tilbes Höyük 1999, cerámica del BA Ib del santuario, corte E4a-E3-E8
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continuity at least towards the east and the south. 
This architectural feature was built of mudbrick, of 
the same standardized size, 40 × 40 cm, much as the 
mudbricks discovered in year 2000. In one sector on 
top of the tower or platform, it seems to display a 
certain discontinuity in its width.

The southern platform appears to have been built 
at the very end of the Chalcolithic period (post-local 
LC 5) and partially rebuilt during Early Bronze Ia. 
This is a very big platform covering all the trenches 
investigated. The standardized size of the bricks is 
40 × 40 cm, the same as our northern exposed mon-
umental architecture. The Surtepe southern plat-
form has greater surface area and more depth than 
the other mudbrick platform or tower discovered in 
the northern area of the archaeological deposit (fig-
ures 17a-d and 18a-b).

This Early Bronze I southern platform was dis-
turbed by some pits or round structures of stone, of 
later date, possible Early Bronze III and IV. Those 
did not cover the total surface of the mudbrick plat-
form. We presume that the later structures were laid 
down a long time or years after the use of the plat-
form, when eroded materials accumulated at its feet, 
because we found traces of the collapse of the stone 
structures at a point above the platform base.

The north platform of Surtepe was discovered in 
excavation sector B3-B6, during the years 2000-2001. 
In square B3, initially 4 × 4 m, we found a well pre-
served, monumental structure of mudbrick. The ma-
terials associated with the platform were ceramic 
fragments of the Late Uruk and Early Bronze peri-
ods, the latter including reserved-slip ware. It seems 
to have been built in the post-LC 5 period, or the 
first phase of EB Ia. A stack of 60 unbaked mud-
bricks were found at the foot of the mudbrick plat-
form. When they were smashed, we found Early 
Bronze ceramic fragments, such as reserved slip or 
cyma recta profiles, inside. That platform extended 
at least 10 m in depth (figure 16a-b).

During the 2001 excavations at the northern por-
tion of the Surtepe mound were concentrated in 
trench B3 area, and in order to get a better exposure 
of the platform or tower-like structure and compre-
hension of its function. With this intention, addi-
tional trench soundings, B4-B6, were opened south 
by the original trench B3. These were 4 × 4 m each, 
quite as B3 in former season 2000. With the new 
soundings we reached a depth of 4 meters during 
the 2001 season. We noted LC 1 painted ceram-
ic fragments which appeared near the bottom of 
B3 trench. The tower or high platform showed its 

Figure 13. Tilbes Höyük 1999, fragments of  plain simple bowls from the earliest phase EBA I, square E4a-E3-E8

Figura 13. Tilbes Höyük 1999, fragmentos de cerámica sin decorar de la fase inicial del BA I, corte E4a-E3-E8
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There it was a rectangular tower of 8 m high, on 
a platform of 1.7  m high, external perimeter of 
5 × 6.4 m. It was called a ziggurat by its excavators, 
and they saw the closest parallels of the religious ar-
ea with the Oval Temple of Khafaye in the Diyala 
river, Iraq (Munchaev, Merpert and Amirov, 2004).

The reconstruction or veneration of mudbrick 
towers can be seen in the reconstruction of plat-
forms for sanctuaries and temples during the Ubaid 
and Uruk cultures. In the Mesopotamian cosmogo-
ny of the Bronze Age, the temple is associated with 

The closest comparable parallels of these Surtepe 
platforms could be seen in the specimens from close 
at hand Hacinebi (LC  3) and coeval Tilbeshar  
(EB I). Such platforms already existed from the 
Ubaid culture. In Tell Hazna I, a site of 1.5 ha with 
17.2 m of stratigraphical depth in the Syrian Khabûr, 
a religious complex was found, in the southern part 
of the place, with a proper sequence from the 3rd mil-
lennium BC for the most part (EB I-III), where 
there are platforms or terraces; there were indica-
tions of the use of the complex since Uruk times. 

Figure 14. Tilvez, Tilbes and Surtepe Höyük 1999, EB I pottery. 1. Tilvez, operation 3, wheel made bowl, with carination and fine 
groves inside chip-carved decoration. 2. Tilbes, AE1-5, ointment cup with incised decoration. 3. Surtepe E20-21, incense burner/
chalice. 4-5. Tilbes, E4b, flat bottom bowls. 6. Tilbes, E4b, bottom of cup. 7. Tilbes, E4b, string cut bowl

Figura 14. Tilvez, Tilbes y Surtepe Höyük 1999, cerámica del BA I. 1. Tilvez, corte 3, cuenco a torno, con carena y decoración 
excisa. 2. Tilbes, AE1-5, unguentario con decoración incisa. 3. Surtepe E20-21, incensario/cáliz. 4-5. Tilbes, E4b, cuencos de base 
plana. 6. Tilbes, E4b, base de cuenco. 7. Tilbes, E4b, cuenco de base recortada
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Figure 15. A. Panoramic view of Surtepe Höyük and the Euphrates river. B. Topographic plan of Surtepe Höyük and excavated 
squares, 2000-2009 campaigns

Figure 15. A. Vista panorámica de Surtepe Höyük y el río Éufrates. B. Plano topográfico de Surtepe Höyük y cortes excavados, 
campañas 2000-2009
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once again facing evidence of a very complex social 
organization in the region north of the Euphrates 
since the middle of the 4th millennium BC.

We must note in this context that Hacinebi Tepe, 
2 km south of Surtepe, during LC 2-3, phases A-B1, it 
presented a mudbrick platform (Stein, 2001: 271, 272, 
fig. 8.2), and in LC 3, phase B1, two stone terrac-
es or platforms (Stein et al.,  1996a:  214, fig.  7; 
Stein, 2001: 272, 273, fig. 8.3), but did not offer any 
prehistoric structure after an apparent abandonment 
subsequent to the LC 4, coinciding with the peri-
od (the final phase of the Late Chalcolithic) from 
which monumental structures of the LC are found 
in Surtepe. But Hacinebi did provide some EB I bur-
ials (Stein et al., 1996b: 144, 159-160, fig. 6-8), though 
no associated buildings; those resemble EB Ib phase 
burials at Tilbes or Surtepe.

We alleged that the platforms present since the 
LC 2-3 in Hacinebi crystallize in large mudbrick 
structures at the EB I in Surtepe. This issue is linked 
to rituals during the construction of buildings in 
Mesopotamia in the 4th millennium. It is not an ex-
clusive character of the first states, but it does con-
stitute an element to take into consideration. The 
ceremonies are sometimes survivals of past local so-
cieties, other than a transmission of certain rites as-
sociated with edifices of the Uruk culture in the 
middle and upper Euphrates.

Surtepe also provided portions of an important 
burnt ritual building, likely favissa, close to the mud-
brick platforms, with personality proper of a sanctu-
ary, and whose date could be similar to the EB Ia-Ib 
sanctuary of Tilbes Höyük in E4a-E3-E8 Square, 
judging after the ceramic parallels. There in E20-24 
squares a pebble podium appeared and adding to-
gether to those favissa at the foot of the platform. 
Such as the aforementioned favissa, the most ini-
tial phase of use of that small rock plinth would be 
since the post-LC 5 transitional phase.

Such as Tilbes Höyük, Surtepe presents also two 
different periods of EB I commitment in its southern 
and central sectors of the site. Throughout the Surtepe 
Höyük EB Ib phase, there was no attested utilization 
of their mudbrick platforms. The most recent of those 
time segments had an exploit by burials, which could 
be dated to the aforesaid Tilbes EB Ib phase.

the platforms, since it was raised on them during 
the time when the waters covered the earth, and it 
is also linked to the legend of the tree of life. The 
tree of life myth could have been depicted on por-
tion of a post-LC 5 seal impression from Surtepe.

With the monumental platforms, it is not clear 
whether they were borrowed from the Uruk culture 
or from the local culture, what is certain is that we are 

Figure 16. A-B. Surtepe Höyük 2000, north platform with at 
least 10 m depth, built in post-LC 5 period o EB Ia, square B3

Figure 16. A-B. Surtepe Höyük 2000, plataforma norte con al 
menos 10 m de profundidad, construida en la fase post-LC 5 
o BA Ia, corte B3
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Figure 17. A-D. Surtepe Höyük 2001, south platform built in post-LC 5 period and partially 
rebuilt during EB Ia, with standardized bricks of 40 × 40 cm, squares C1-C8

Figura 17. A-D. Surtepe Höyük 2001, plataforma sur construida en la fase post-LC 5 y 
parcialmente reconstruida en el BA Ia, con adobes estandarizados de 40 × 40 cm, cortes C1-C8
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depicted several buildings but only the representation 
of the stepped edifice has survived. The model was 
made of fine ware and is associated with Late Uruk 
(LC 5) material. This reminds us of the ziggurat whose 
oldest examples in southern Mesopotamia date back to 
the end of the third millennium (figure 19a-b).

A terracotta model (St4068, from locus 120), found 
in the southern sector of the site (Squares C), presuma-
bly belonged to the same stage of this southern platform 
(Gil Fuensanta, 2007: 144, fig. 9.2); of this a fragment 
is preserved in which a high stepped platform — or 
tower — clearly appears; the terracotta model in origin 

Figure 18. A-B. Surtepe Höyük 2001, basement of the south platform, square C6, locus 20029

Figura 18. A-B. Surtepe Höyük 2001, base de la plataforma sur, corte C6, locus 20029
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jars with reserved slip. It is a unique set of late con-
texts within the post-Late Uruk sequence, such as 
Acropolis I:16 from Susa and Eanna III from Warka.

The Surtepe ceramics found in the sector of the 
southern adobe platform consist of tall goblets, in-
side/outside pale yellow 2.5 YR 7/4, (Munsell, 1994)  
a key type of Hassek Höyük during EB I, footed 
bowls, “chalices” and “champagne” cups, and late re-
served slip bowls and jars from the EB Ia phase. We 
find hardly any common pottery outside of these 
very distinctive types. Grit plain simple buff and red-
brown or brown paste surfaces predominate. There 
are string cut bowls, and cyma recta bowls although 
they are the most minority within such a distinctive 
set of EB I. The ceramics from the area also show 
storage jars with reserved slip decoration typical of 
EB I. The lithic material is not much compared to 
that discovered in E42-47 (figure 20a-b).

That pottery is found in Carchemish and the 
Birecik Dam Cemeteries, the fruit stands or cham-
pagne pots (Woolley and Barnett,  1952: pl.  56d, 
57a2, 57b4-5, 58a2, 58a4, 59a9, 11, 15 and 17, 59b1-5, 
59c2; Sertok and Ergeç, 1999: 104, fig. 8a-f ), ped-
estal bowls (Sertok and Ergeç, 1999: 104, fig. 8h-i), 
Late Reserved Slip Ware (Wolley and Barnett, 1952: 
pl.  58c1-2, 59a10; Sertok and Ergeç,  1999:  103, 
fig. 7a-h) and few cyma recta bowls (Sertok and Er-
geç, 1999: 93).

Other very typical post-Uruk pottery items dis-
covered were the cylinder seal impressions. In addi-
tion to the pottery, among the Uruk elements itself, 
at least two cylinder seals impressions belonging to 
the emblematic geometric style stands out, demon-
strating a clear connection with the post southern 
Uruk/Jemdet Nasr. This time would be parallel to 
the rise of the local EB Ia.

9.  The site of Tilvez Höyük/Meteler and 
the EBA I levels

After the flooding by the Birecik Dam at the end of 
the year 2000, the field work was focused on Surtepe 
and Tilvez. The EB I presence in Surtepe is very ex-
tensive in territory, covering the entire höyük, and 
surveys have shown a dispersion of materials that 

According to some authors, the ziggurat is de-
rived from the platforms on which the temples were 
built during the Uruk culture (Crawford, 1993: 73). 
The first known ziggurat in southern Mesopotamia 
is that of the city of Ur, built during the III Dynasty 
of the place, that is, around 2200-2100 BC, and 
which is equivalent to the end of the Early Bronze 
Age of the Birecik-Carchemish sub-region; it is 
moreover the best preserved in Iraq.

8.  The EBA I pottery from Surtepe

The ceramics in Surtepe that belong to the EB I phase 
of Northern (Horizon IA in Jamieson, 1993: 89, 
fig. 1) and Southern Mesopotamia consist of fos-
sil director string-cut bowls, jars and chalices deco-
rated by a series of parallel incisions and post-Uruk 

A

B

Figure 19. A-B. Surtepe Höyük 2000, terracotta model of a 
high stepped platform, post-LC 5, square E1, locus 120

Figura 19. A-B. Surtepe Höyük 2000, modelo de terracota 
de una plataforma escalonada, post-LC 5, corte E1, locus 120
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reach Tilvez/Meteler, where at least a portion of the 
höyük (with several cones) was occupied in this pe-
riod (figure 21a-b).

We have put forward the alternative hypothesis 
that Tilvez/Meteler is an extension of the Surtepe 
Höyük site at least during some periods, including 
part of the Early Bronze Age (figure 21c).

In such way, on Tilvez Höyük, actually with 
3.5 ha, the site also called by locals Meteler, we tried 
to obtain the maximum information on the culture 
of Early Bronze I, and for this reason we continued 
digging in various sectors of the höyük, in the south 
and centre-south cones of the main mound.

We noted that Tilvez Höyük/old Meteler village 
survived the waters of the Dam, but was menaced 
because of the proximity of a newly built concrete 
factory. Workers of the factory have cut away parts 
of the mound illegally, destroying Early Bronze stra-
ta on the north-western side of the mound.

During the excavation, EB I levels were reached 
at the upper mound. Architectural remains were al-
so eroded on the north-western slope of the site. 
Because of this, we concentrated most of our lat-
er digging strategy and field activities at the south-
ern side of the Tilvez mound, where EB I materials 
were found. Any human remains of the EB I peri-
od were found on the höyük.

Such as at Tilbes Höyük, a huge Early Bronze 
Phase has been documented at Tilvez. Then, we de-
cided to get a stratigraphical connection of the occu-
pation of the höyük. We excavated at Tilvez Höyük 
two soundings, Operation 7 and Operation 8. An 
additional drawn section, Operation 6, visible on 
the surface, was also investigated (Gil Fuensanta 
et al., 2003: 371). Down slope, by the former riv-
er end, we decided to open Operation 8, 3 × 2 m, a 
small sounding, for the purpose of checking how 
far the river covered earlier Bronze-Age strata dur-
ing late Antiquity. After digging to a depth of 2 m, 
we stopped the sounding at a point of emergence of 
some stones on place, associated with Early Bronze 
materials.

After our excavations, there were two main pe-
riods of great development in the local sequence of 
Tilvez/Meteler: the “first great urbanization”, which 
occurs in the Early Bronze Age and specially EB I, 

Figure 20. A-C. Surtepe Höyük 2000, tall footed goblet, late 
reserved slip ware and obsidian, EB I, squares E40 and 47.

Figura 20. A-C. Surtepe Höyük 2000, vaso con pie,  
fragmento con pintura en reserva tardía y obsidiana, BA I, 
cortes E40 y 47
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The EB I culture of Birecik area, as told by 
Tilbes Hoyuk and Surtepe, has their roots in the 
Fourth millennium, judging by the dating and pres-
ence of Uruk-type cultural elements in the first phase 
of occupation of EB Ia. This area is included in the 
ceramic province of the Late Reserved Slip Ware 
(Rova, 1996: 21, 36, fig. 4) and indicates a change 
of orientation of Tilbes and Surtepe towards the 
Northern Levant, the region of the future kingdom 
of Ebla, as opposed to the route of the Euphrates 
dominant during the Late Chalcolithic (figure 23c).

In terms concerning the first states of Mesopo-
tamia, Tilbes Höyük stands out for having the larg-
est uninterrupted cultural sequence of the Early 
Bronze Age in the region, since it does not pres-
ent a population gap between the immediate post-
Uruk period and the local Middle Bronze II period 
(that is to say for almost fifteen centuries). The en-
tire Early Bronze Age, from an Uruk Terminal phase 
(post-LC5, here the earliest EB I subphase) is at-
tested at Tilbes Höyük.

Tilbes Höyük was the possible location of a re-
gional sanctuary at the EB Ia-Ib, without occupan-
cy gaps, but with “ritual filling” before the EB II 
“Transcaucasian” sanctuary. Possible fertility/rebirth 
cult is attested due to nearby tombs.

There are two internal epochs of use in the EB I 
sanctuary from squares E4a-E3-E8 at Tilbes. These oc-
cupation sub-phases are consistent with two moments 
of different occupation during the full EB I phase in 
sector E4b-E2-E7-E10-EF1, but there and in Sector 
AE1-5 there was a previous period, very early in EB I 
sequence, a post Uruk phase (Gil Fuensanta, 2007: 
table 9.4) and entirely consistent with the similar 
sub-period found at Surtepe or nearby Zeytinli Bahçe, 
south of Birecik (Frangipane, 2007: 130-131, fig. 8.11/13-
15). Due to its character of typological forms in some 
directing fossils of the Bronze period, added to the ab-
sence of an occupation hiatus with respect to the rest 
of EB I sequence in Tilbes Höyük, we believe that 
we should differentiate that post-Uruk segment from 
the EB sequence, and include it as a post-Chalcolith-
ic phase in Tilbes Höyük.

The existence of certain key markers, as the con-
tinuous occupation of the site, in spite of settlement 
discontinuity in other major sites such as Tilvez/

and the “second urbanization”, which would cover 
an important part of local EB III/IV. Tilvez Höyük/
Meteler, contributed a phase of EB I, perhaps the 
EB Ia phase of Tilbes Höyük.

There was a fossil director that relates it to the 
Ni nivite  V phase from Northern Mesopotamia 
from Tilvez Operation 3. It appeared on locus 502, 
lot 99014, No 433/1, a wheel-made reddish bowl, with 
carination, wheel thrown, inside dark red 2.5YR 418 
outside pale read 2.5YR 6/4 (Munsell, 1994). Fine 
parallel groves inside chip-carved decoration in im-
itation of basket work outside (figure 22a-b).

10.  Conclusions

The supposed “regionalization” in the different re-
gions of Mesopotamia during the phases of the first 
urbanism and the rise of the States is one of the 
questions that have remained in the investigation 
throughout the decades.

During the Later Prehistory of the region, the 
Euphrates and the contiguous regions represent-
ed a key territory in the important cultural move-
ments from the south of Mesopotamia to its north, 
far-reaching areas such as the Gulf or Turkish Cilicia, 
and mainly in the stages of the Late Chalcolithic and 
EBA cultures.

The beginning of the Bronze Age (EB I) in 
northern Mesopotamia has traditionally been con-
sidered a period of break with the previous cultur-
al tradition of the Uruk period, when Euphrates 
river flooding events caused disruptions in dif-
ferent sites as Horum Höyük, Zeytinli Bahçe or 
Saraqa Höyük (Wilkinson et al.,  2012:  162-163). 
But in the south-eastern area of   Turkey, specifi-
cally in the Birecik-Carchemish sub-region (mid-
dle Euphrates), the data provided by archaeological 
surveys and excavations also speak, on the contra-
ry, of a time of dense population. The amount of 
settlement in Early Bronze I with 100 ha occupied 
(Rothman and Gil Fuensanta, 2003: 616, table 2; 
Gil Fuensanta, 2007: 143, table 9.3; Wilkinson et 
al., 2012: 164, fig. 19), as well as the profusion of bur-
ials from the period (Sertok and Ergeç, 1999), are 
supportive of this (figure 23a-b).
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Figure 21. A-C. Panoramic view of Tilvez Höyük/Meteler, possible extension of Surtepe Höyük and topographic plan, 1997-1999 
campaigns, and view of Surtepe from Tilvez

Figura 21. a-c. Vista panorámica de Tilvez Höyük/Meteler, posible prolongación de Surtepe Höyük, plano topográfico de las 
campañas 1997-1999 y vista de Surtepe desde Tilvez
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long uninterrupted settlement for more than fifteen 
centuries, while a likely nearby large centre such as 
Surtepe had alternate settlement periods with long 
hiatuses.

Surtepe not only seems to have had a great-
er occupation during this EB I period than all the 
places described up to now (with the exception of 
Carchemish) but also offers decisive remains on 
the different post-Chalcolithic and Early Bronze I 

Meteler or the biggest Surtepe, and specific build-
ings and associated ritual activities, or the early qual-
ity of the metal objects and slags in Tilbes Höyük 
may give the place a certain link with the elites of 
each prehistoric phase, and this place not be a mere 
dwelling place, but rather carry out specialized func-
tions: perhaps religious or funerary, besides to be a 
main production place of stone, ceramics or met-
al (Özbal and Uran, 2002); which would explain its 

Figure 22. A-B. Tilvez Höyük/Meteler 1998, vase with Ninivite 5-like relief decoration, EB Ia, operation 4. C. Late reserved slip ware.

Figura 22. A-B. Tilvez Höyük/Meteler 1998, vaso con decoración en relieve que imita el Ninivita 5, BA Ia, corte 4. C. Fragmento 
con pintura roja en reserva tardía
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Figure 23. A. Main sites in Northern and Southern Mesopotamia during EB Ia, Ninivite 5 and Jemdet Nasr-ED I (based on drawing 
by Wright, 2004: fig. 2). B. Occupied area in post-LC5 and EBA I-II sites in the Middle Euphrates (Wilkinson et al., 2012: 164, fig. 19). 
C. Tilbes, Tilvez and Surtepe Höyük in the ceramic province (D) of late reserved slip ware during EB I (Rova, 1996: 36, fig. 4)

Figura 23. A. Principales asentamientos en el norte y sur de Mesopotamia durante el Bronce Antiguo Ia, Ninivite 5 y Jemdet Nasr-
ED I (a partir de Wright, 2004: fig. 2). B. Área ocupada por los asentamientos de post-LC5 y BA I-II en el Medio Éufrates (Wilkinson 
et alii, 2012: 164, fig. 19). C. Tilbes, Tilvez y Surtepe Höyük en la provincia cerámica (D) con pintura roja en reserva tardía del BA I 
(Rova, 1996: 36, fig. 4)

A

B

C
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of function, in addition to the area of the south-
ern platform, E20-22. In general terms, the post-
Late Chalcolithic and Early Bronze materials at 
the Surtepe platforms show some similarities with 
those ceramics and other associate findings from 
the nearby site of Tilbes Höyük in terms of the oc-
cupation periods.
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